What data supports the ICAP process:

- You have the greatest influence and are their first role model!
- Would love to be a best teacher in your child's classroom – speak about your career/job education. Anything that is authentic and supportive.
- Create and utilize a www.coloradoeducation.org account – see the resources that are available to help explore, prepare and advance your child's future.
- Volunteer at your child's school – sometimes that will be where your child's interests grow.
- Talk to your child's teachers and family members about their career choices and education/training – ask if your child can visit their work site to learn
- Check to your child's cafeteria and enjoy. What were your child's choices and parts?
- Discuss their goals, dreams and hopes for the future. Allow their imaginations to soar, never discourage the light.
- Ask them about interesting in the world outside of school.
- Share short stories about your own career choices and parts.

How to get involved:

- The data is meant to be refreshed monthly where we've found that community and participation of our students in their community.
- ICAP is a process with current awareness, exploration and preparation of the future are supported.
- Primary, Charters and PPS are always valuable, transferable and can be delivered.
- Why it's not a tracking system:

Why your school is invested in it:

Parents Guide to ICAP: